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REASON
TO TAKE A SERIOUS LOOK AT
REPLACING YOUR CURRENT

BUSINESS SYSTEMS

BETTER SUPPORT YOUR ORGANIZATION’S
NEEDS NOW AND IN THE FUTURE
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You Keep Hitting A Wall With Your Current System Functionality. Your
Current System Lacks Function, Is Hard To Use, Slow, And/or Inﬂexible.
(Built On Loosely Connected If Not Disconnected Systems, Spreadsheets
And Paper Passing) These Are Probably The Most Obvious Reasons An
Organization Should Not Hesitate To Find And Implement A Complete
Suite-in-a-box Cloud Erp Solution

Operating costs keep increasing. Your current on premise system is
increasingly expensive to operate; especially older single application
software, owned hardware that is antiquated, increasingly unreliable, and
needs a refresh. Often systems that are highly modiﬁed to tie functions
together are simply beyond a ‘hardware ﬁx’.
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Your business model has changed and your system doesn’t support your
current processes without workarounds . If you were a distributor and now
also need manufacturing, you may need a whole new system.

Your people rely on spreadsheets, printed forms and exporting data to get
their jobs done. This is a big red ﬂag. If the function can’t be accomplished
within the system (or usability is lacking so it’s perceived to be easier to
use spreadsheets) you are no longer getting the beneﬁt out of the
systems and your system is holding your company back.
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You lose business to competitors because they are simply easier todo
business with or their customer service is better. The systems you are
running may be affecting your processes and effectiveness to deliver
products and answers to your customers when and where they need
them.

Your company is growing or changing faster than your current process
and systems can support and you need better control and visibility into
your processes. If you don’t have a ﬂexible system, you can be prevented
from moving quickly as the market and sales channels change. How long
does it take you to add new functionality.
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Decision-makers are frustrated by lack of easy access to the real-time
information about ﬁnancials, inventory, supply chain, sales and markets.
A properly selected and implemented cloud ERP system will be an enabler,
not a preventer of efﬁcient and effective operations and market-leading
customer service. Do nothing and lose! You can’t afford to let an ineffective
way of doing things (just because it is comfortable) hinder your organization.
If your current system is not the solution, it’s the problem.
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